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10328x7760 - A 10K Timelapse Demo is exactly what it sounds like: a ... the full-resolution 100% scale of the footage—and the
result looks as .... ... created 10328×7760 — A 10K Timelapse Demo (watch it below) showcasing the very best in 10K
resolution with a timelapse video of Brazil .... This is a good example from Rio De Janeiro who a 10K video looks like. Joe
Capra made a 10K resolution time-lapse video of his photos taken .... 10328x7760 - A 10K Timelapse Demo ... will be a 4K
set—that's 4,000 pixels in horizontal resolution—it still won't be able to do justice to the video above. ... seem like your
grandma's old “TV” compared to the potential of 10k.. PANO | LA - 10K. LIVE. 0. 00:00. 06:05. Like. Share. Tap to Unmute
... The resulting panoramic timelapse footage comes in at a whopping 10K x 4K resolution when stitched. WATCH NOW ...
"Rio De Janeiro Time-Lapse Video Is Digital Filmmaking At Its Best" ... Capable of shooting 8K or 10K timelapse if needed ....
image via vimeo screen capture - 10328x7760 - A 10K Timelapse Demo from ... I've never been much of a photography or
videography buff, but even a layman like me (and ... Created by photographer Joe Capra, the footage might seem ... Each shot
sequence starts off with the full resolution footage scaled .... Want to see what a 10K time-lapse video looks like? Look no ...
Each of the individual RAW photos was .... This Time-Lapse Shows How 10K Video Will Redefine How We See the World ...
what it looks like when a video is made of frames that are 10328×7760 pixels. ... The video starts in the favelas of Brazil,
zooming in with no loss in resolution, .... Even if it supported 10K, there isn't a monitor you could buy that would display it in
full. Even if there was, your eyes would be hard-pressed to .... Titled “10328×7760 – A 10K Time-lapse Demo” is a video put
together by Joe Capra to showcase the extreme resolution of the PhaseOne .... I've always really loved high-resolution time
lapses: there's ... XF IQ3 camera, Capra shot the time lapse footage of Los Angeles in 12k resolution. ... Like. Add to Watch
Later. Share. Tap to Unmute. This opens in a new window. ... next film project, PANO|LA, a dual camera 10k panoramic time
lapse video.. Joe Capra shot a time-lapse demo on the PhaseOne IQ180 80MP camera, which resulted in an astounding 10K
video. ... For more stories like this, and to keep up to date with all our market leading news, features and analysis .... because it's
10K. Yes, photographer Joe Capra created a stunning 10K time-lapse with a PhaseOne IQ180 that shoots images with a
resolution of 10,328 x 7,760 pixels. ... This footage comes from some shots I did while shooting 4K and 8K timelapses in Rio
De Janeiro for a major electronics manufacturer.. But it's not enough to show you the raw power of 10K resolution. While
Vimeo clips like this one currently max out at 1080p, this footage was .... This video, titled "10328x7760- A 10K Timelapse
Demo," was shot in Rio De Janeiro, Brazil by ... The 14% scale looks like this: ... as the “amazing amount of flexibility this
resolution allows for in post production,” says Capra.. I did not shoot this film to achieve the extreme resolution. ... I love
panoramic images and wanted to bring .... Yes you read that correctly – a timelapse at a whopping resolution of 10328 x 7760,
... Watch: Amazing 10K timelapse video of Rio De Janeiro ... way of indicating the passing of time in videos, like a cityscape
changing from…. However, as a brief experiment in the power of ultra high resolutions to capture absurd amounts of detail, this
.... "10328x7760 - A 10K Timelapse Demo" is a video I put together ... Like. Add to Watch Later. Share. Click .... 10328x7760
- A 10K Timelapse Demo ... Normally I run shots where I manually change exposure during the ... 87b4100051 
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